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Plants are permanently exposed to rapidly changing environments, therefore it is evident that they had to evolve
mechanisms enabling them to dynamically adapt to such fluctuations. Here we study how plants can be trained to
enhance their photoprotection and elaborate on the concept of the short-term illumination memory in Arabidopsis
thaliana. By monitoring fluorescence emission dynamics we systematically observe the extent of non-photochemical
quenching (NPQ) after previous light exposure to recognise and quantify the memory effect. We propose a simplified
mathematical model of photosynthesis that includes the key components required for NPQ activation, which allows
us to quantify the contribution to photoprotection by those components. Due to its reduced complexity, our model
can be easily applied to study similar behavioural changes in other species, which we demonstrate by adapting
it to the shadow-tolerant plant Epipremnum aureum. Our results indicate that a basic mechanism of short-term
light memory is preserved. The slow component, accumulation of zeaxanthin, accounts for the amount of memory
remaining after relaxation in darkness, while the fast one, antenna protonation, increases quenching efficiency. With
our combined theoretical and experimental approach we provide a unifying framework describing common principles
of key photoprotective mechanisms across species in general, mathematical terms.
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1 Introduction1

Plants require light for photosynthesis, but excessive light2

is dangerous, because it can inflict irreparable damage to3

the photosynthetic apparatus. As sessile organisms, plants4

therefore require adaptive mechanisms to dynamically re-5

act to changing light conditions. A common strategy that6

has evolved in eukaryotic phototrophs [1] is the dissipation7

of excess absorbed energy in the form of heat, through pro-8

cesses collectively termed as non-photochemical quench-9

ing (NPQ) [2], which can be experimentally assessed by10

monitoring chlorophyll (Chl) fluorescence dynamics [3].11

Analyses of the dynamics of Chl fluorescence quenching12

identified different NPQ components, which have been as-13

signed to different NPQ mechanisms [4, 5, 6]: (1) the pH-14

regulated mechanism, qE [7], (2) the state transition mech-15

anism, qT [8], (3) the zeaxanthin dependent quenching,16

qZ [4, 9], and (4) the photoinhibitory quenching, qI [10].17

The discovery of the role of the xanthophyll cycle [11,18

12, 13] in NPQ [14] and the identification of xanthophyll19

cycle mutants [15] provided a significant breakthrough in20

the understanding of NPQ. Since then, numerous stud-21

ies supported a critical role of the xanthophyll zeaxanthin22

(Zx) in energy dissipation. Related to the qE mechanism,23

a synergistic action of Zx and the thylakoid lumen pH has24

been proposed [16], explaining why highest qE levels are 25

inducible only in presence of Zx [4, 17, 18]. 26

Based on titration studies under in vitro conditions, 27

Horton and co-workers suggested that Zx shifts the pH- 28

dependence of qE by about 1.5 pH units towards higher 29

lumen pH [18, 19]. Furthermore, Zx was shown to modu- 30

late the kinetics of NPQ induction (faster in presence of 31

Zx) and relaxation (slower in presence of Zx) [4, 20, 21], 32

and was proposed to accelerate the reorganisation / ag- 33

gregation of the PSII antenna [22] that accompanies 34

qE [16, 23, 24, 25, 26]. These characteristics led to the 35

development of the 4 state model of qE [16, 25, 27], which 36

consistently explains the modulation of qE by the lumen 37

pH and Zx, irrespective of the underlying quenching mech- 38

anisms and quenching sites involved in qE [24, 28]. 39

Moreover, correlations of the Zx reconversion kinet- 40

ics with the relaxation of the slower NPQ components 41

qZ and qI indicate a function of Zx also in these pro- 42

cesses [4, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34], and Zx reconversion can 43

be considerably down-regulated or inhibited under stress 44

[35, 36] and photoinhibiting [36, 37] conditions. This grad- 45

ual down-regulation of Zx epoxidation in response to dif- 46

ferent light stress conditions thus allows the light stress- 47

specific adjustment of the time of Zx accumulation, and 48

hence the modulation of the NPQ response in dependence 49
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of previous light stress, over the full time range from min-50

utes to days or weeks [37]. It should be noted, however,51

that the accumulation of Zx in parallel with the activation52

of the different NPQ mechanisms (qE, qZ and qI) does53

not necessarily imply a direct role of Zx in quenching, but54

could simply reflect the modulation of the efficiency of55

quenching or a general photoprotective effect of Zx in the56

membrane [38]. Plants can thus store information about57

the illumination history to optimise their photosynthetic58

performance, simultaneously avoiding damaging effects of59

over-excitation, and Zx seems to play a crucial role for60

such a memory effect [28, 39, 40].61

Motivated by this apparent connection between the xan-62

thophyll cycle and NPQ induction [41], we used pulse am-63

plitude modulated (PAM) chlorophyll fluorescence analy-64

sis to systematically investigate whether a memory of light65

exposure can be detected on the time-scale of minutes to66

hours (in contrast to other studies that investigated the67

illumination memory on a longer timescale [42]). We next68

constructed a mathematical model on the basis of our cur-69

rent knowledge, to provide a general description of NPQ70

dynamics and the associated short-term memory.71

We previously argued that a major challenge of theo-72

retical biology is to provide simple, yet robust mathemat-73

ical models that are not specially tailored for one model74

organism but describe a variety of species [43], because75

only such generic cross-species models will allow discovery76

of common generalised principles while understanding the77

species-specific features. Mathematical models range in78

complexity from very simplified and abstract models to ex-79

tremely detailed ones aiming at including all known inter-80

actions. Here, our decision on the level of the model com-81

plexity depended strongly on the specific research question82

that the model is designed to address.83

Our aim is to find a compromise between an accurate84

reproduction of experimental observation and a highly re-85

duced complexity. For this, we simplified a number of pro-86

cesses, which are not directly involved in the NPQ mech-87

anism. One particular objective to derive this model is to88

provide a general framework, that is not specific to one89

organism, but can be easily adapted to different species90

and is specifically designed to be convenient to implement91

and easy to use. By providing the full documented source92

code, we envisage that it will be further developed by the93

scientific community.94

The model was initially calibrated for the model organ-95

ism Arabidopsis thaliana, a sun-tolerant higher plant. Its96

flexibility is demonstrated by adapting it to the non-model97

organism Epipremnum aureum, a shadow-tolerant, orna-98

mental plant, for which measured kinetic parameters are99

sparse. Our model is able to realistically reproduce ex-100

perimentally obtained fluorescence traces and simulate all101

main features of chlorophyll induction, including transient102

activation of NPQ [44], the dynamics of fluorescence relax-103

ation in darkness and qualitative differences in the quench-104

ing response to different light intensities. Thus, the model105

serves as a tool in which the role of the main quenching106

components can be computationally assessed and quanti-107

fied, allowing simultaneously to test existing hypotheses108

on short-term light memory.109

2 Experimental Approach 110

Using PAM chlorophyll fluorescence analysis we quantita- 111

tively investigated the effect of short-term light memory 112

on NPQ by comparing the fluorescence patterns of the 113

first and second light periods. In the present study (see 114

Fig. 1A), we examined two factors affecting the light mem- 115

ory in plants: intensity of incident light (varying from 100 116

to 900 µEm−2s−1) and the relaxation time between first 117

and second light exposure (15, 30 or 60 min). 118

We first analysed whether the quenching patterns differ 119

between the two phases of light. We directly analysed the 120

originally measured maximal fluorescence (F′
M(t)) data in- 121

stead of derived NPQ values (visualised in Fig. S3), to 122

avoid mathematical distortion of the kinetics and provide 123

more reliable information on the mechanism [45]. Fluores- 124

cence measurements are a non-invasive method for moni- 125

toring photosynthetic dynamics, providing information on 126

the photosynthetic efficiency, protection and energy dis- 127

sipation. However, each measurement can only be rela- 128

tive [46], and therefore at first data is normalised to the 129

maximal fluorescence (measured after the first saturating 130

pulse of light applied to a dark adapted plant, FM) and 131

then averages and standard deviations of the three repli- 132

cates are calculated. In Fig. 1B we visualise the maxi- 133

mal fluorescence kinetics in the first (training) and second 134

(memory) light phase (shifted to time 0). To highlight the 135

key features which we aimed to explain with the mathe- 136

matical model, only the last two measurements taken in 137

dark phase (marked by grey background) and the first 138

five measurements taken in consecutive light phases are 139

displayed (for full traces of all 22 points taken during the 140

experiment see either the NPQ trace in Fig. S3 in the Sup- 141

porting Information (SI Text) or extract the data from the 142

database). 143

It can be observed that for all light intensities the last 144

F′
M in the relaxation phase (denoted FM

⋆) is consistently 145

lower than in the training phase (FM). Likewise, the first 146

measurement in light at 61 s shows lower fluorescence than 147

the corresponding point in the training phase (see Tab. S1 148

for statistical significance). This timed response to pre- 149

viously experienced illumination clearly demonstrates a 150

short-term memory. The extent of the incomplete relax- 151

ation is influenced both by light intensity and the time 152

spent in darkness (see Fig. S4). 153

Based on our current understanding, these observations 154

can be attributed to the dynamical changes in the pig- 155

ment composition, especially the slow epoxidation of zeax- 156

anthin to violaxanthin in darkness. To quantify the zeax- 157

anthin contribution to the memory effect we measured the 158

pigment composition at the end of each phase of the ex- 159

periment (full analysis summarised on Fig. S5). Fig. 2 160

shows that after exposing the samples for 15 minutes to 161

high light intensities, Zx levels significantly increased up 162

to 50% of all xanthophyll cycle pigments (sum of violax- 163

anthin, antheraxanthin (Ax) and zeaxanthin). Simultane- 164

ously, one hour in dark was sufficient to reduce this by 165

half, explaining lower quenching effects in samples kept 166

for longer periods in dark. This decrease was not as pro- 167

nounced under illumination with the lowest light intensity. 168

Moreover, zeaxanthin concentrations alone cannot explain 169
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Figure 1: (A) Design of the experiment. Dark adapted plants were
exposed to a first saturating pulse of light (SP) from
which physiological parameters such as maximal fluores-
cence (FM) and photosynthetic yield (ΦPSII) were de-
rived. 30 s into darkness a second SP was applied, then
the light was switched on for a fixed (training) period of
14 minutes. SPs were applied in a defined sequence (see
Fig. S1), yielding maximal fluorescence (F′

M). The train-
ing period was followed by a dark period, interrupted
by six SP to follow the fluorescence relaxation dynam-
ics. Subsequently, in the second (memory) period, the
same illumination intensity as in the training period was
applied. Each experiment was repeated three times for
three light intensities (100, 300 and 900 µEm−2s−1) and
different relaxation times (15, 30 and 60 min). (B) Com-
parison of the first two F′

M measurements taken in dark-
ness and first five measurements in training phase (blue
points) with the last two measurements taken in the re-
laxation phase and first five measurements in the second
light phase (red points). The first measurement taken in
the light (at 61 s) is lower in the memory phase than in
the training phase, regardless of light intensity and time
of relaxation. Error bars indicate standard deviations for
three replicates except for the experiment marked with *,
where the experiment was repeated eight times (see the
SI Text for motivation).

Figure 2: Pigment composition at the end of each phase (L=light,
D=dark) presented as ratios of zeaxanthin (Zx) to total
xanthophylls (Vx + Ax + Zx).

that under 100 µEm−2s−1 the fluorescence signal for the 170

later time points is higher in the memory phase compared 171

to the training phase. This indicates that also the relax- 172

ation of the transient NPQ depends on the light memory, 173

a conclusion consistent with the previous findings by John- 174

son et al. [20]. 175

3 Mathematical Model 176

Based on our experimental results and our current under- 177

standing of NPQ, we developed a small kinetic model to 178

verify our hypothesis on the induction of light memory and 179

to quantify the contribution of its molecular effectors. A 180

general schematic of the model of the electron transport 181

chain is shown in Fig. 3. A mathematical description of the 182

processes, as well as the source code to solve the system 183

numerically, can be found in the SI Text. Since the vari- 184

able chlorophyll fluorescence originates from the antennae 185

associated with PSII [47, 48], we limit our model to the 186

photosynthetic reactions around photosystem II, reducing 187

the system to only six differential equations and 41 param- 188

eters (Tab. S3). Photosystem II is modelled as an oxidore- 189

ductase and is described by four possible states relating 190

light harvesting capability with the occupation of reaction 191

centres (following [49]). State B0 corresponds to the light 192

harvesting state: reaction centres are open, ready for ab- 193

sorbing light energy to drive the photosynthetic electron 194

transport chain. State B1 reflects the excited energy state 195

of chlorophyll after absorption of radiant energy. From 196

this state, in a time scale of nanoseconds, the chlorophyll 197

can relax back to its ground state only through one of 198

the three ways, by fluorescence emission (F), by heat dis- 199

sipation (H), or by photochemistry [2] leading to state B2, 200

reflecting a ’closed’ state, in which charges are separated. 201

State B3 reflects an inhibited state, in which chlorophyll 202

is excited through absorbed light energy, but the acceptor 203

side of the reaction centre is still occupied. Thus, charge 204

separation and consequently photochemistry cannot occur 205

and the excited chlorophyll can only relax to its ground 206

state through F or H. 207
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Figure 3: Scheme of the components included in the simplified mathematical model. It contains a detailed description of internal processes
occurring inside photosystem II (for more details of the four state description of PSII see the SI Text) that are directly affected
by the 4 state quencher. The plastoquinone pool is reduced by PSII, which also releases protons into the lumen by the oxygen
evolving complex. PQ can be oxidised by cytochrome b6f and PTOX. Oxidation by cyt b6f is coupled to proton translocation
from stroma to lumen. Protonation of the lumen drives the production of ATP through ATPase. ATPase is active in the light
and inactive in the dark. Protons can also passively leak out of the thylakoid lumen.

Because a number of applied simplifications (see SI Text208

for justification and details) may raise concern whether the209

system will exhibit a biologically meaningful steady state210

under extreme conditions, we investigated the stationary211

redox state of the plastoquinone pool (PQ) over different212

light intensities. Under a wide range of light intensities213

the redox poise is maintained, meaning that the plasto-214

quinone pool is neither too oxidised, nor too reduced to215

limit electron transport (see Fig. S6) [50].216

3.1 Quencher requirements217

The high-energy-state quenching represents the main com-218

ponent of NPQ and is induced on a time-scale of seconds219

to minutes [39]. Several factors are known to contribute220

to NPQ induction. A fast one requires the generation of221

a proton gradient (∆pH) in the thylakoid membrane and222

a slow one is activated by low lumen pH. The quencher223

mechanism implemented in the model is based on a 4 state224

model [16, 25, 27, 51], where the fully relaxed dark state225

(state I) is characterised by maximal Vx concentration and226

de-protonated PsbS protein. In high light, a proton gradi-227

ent is rapidly established, and PsbS acts as a proton sensor228

and thus activates quenching, constituting the fast quench-229

ing component (state II). Further reduction of the lumen230

pH (to 5.8) triggers de-epoxidation of Vx to Zx, leading231

to state III of a fully activated NPQ. From this, a transfer232

to darkness results in relaxation of ∆pH, and concomitant233

de-protonation of PsbS, leading to state IV, which still234

contributes to the overall quencher activity because of the235

slow relaxation of Zx (see Fig. 3).236

These considerations lead to the overall equation for the237

quencher activity:238

Q = γ0 · (1− Zs) · [PsbS] + γ1 · (1− Zs) · [PsbSp]
+ γ2 · Zs · [PsbSp] + γ3 · Zs · [PsbS], (1)

where Zs =
[Zx]

[Zx]+kZSat
reflects the contribution of Zx to the 239

quencher and kZSat is a half-saturation constant. The over- 240

all concentration of xanthophylls ([Vx] + [Zx]) is assumed 241

to be constant and the temporal changes of [Vx] and 242

[PsbS] are determined by appropriate differential equa- 243

tions (described in the SI Text, Eq. 9 and 10). Thus, 244

individual and combined effects of both players on the 245

quenching dynamics could be quantified. 246

The γ parameters were fitted to the fluorescence traces 247

and their effect on the steady state and quencher activity 248

was extensively studied using metabolic control analysis 249

[52] (Fig. S7). The parameter γ0 describes the baseline 250

quenching that does not require activation (and therefore 251

is also active in a dark adapted sample) and was included 252

to account for a small quenching observed in double mu- 253

tants, where both PsbS and zeaxanthin dependent activa- 254

tion is removed [4]. The parameter was fitted to reproduce 255

the double mutant behaviour. 256

3.2 Transiently generated NPQ 257

It was observed that illuminating dark-adapted plants 258

with nonsaturating light transiently induces a strong non- 259

photochemical quenching [41, 47], which is explained by 260

the transient generation of a transthylakoid pH gradient 261

[53]. This transient NPQ relaxes within a few minutes 262

when the ∆pH is reduced due to delayed activation of 263

ATP and NADPH consuming reactions, including the H+- 264

ATPase [54]. In our simplified model focusing on PSII, 265
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we therefore included a delayed activation of ATPase, by266

which we could realistically reproduce the overall dynam-267

ics of transient NPQ activation upon dark-light transition.268

It should be noted however that also the ATP and269

NADPH consuming downstream reactions of the Calvin-270

Benson-Bassham Cycle (CBB Cycle) are redox regulated271

and require several minutes to achieve their full activity272

[55]. This leads to a similar feedback delay in ATP con-273

sumption. In a more detailed model encompassing the274

photosynthetic electron chain and carbon fixation, both275

delay mechanisms could be included and the individual276

contributions to the delay assessed.277

For our purposes to study and explain NPQ dynamics,278

including one representative mechanism causing a delayed279

ATP consumption is sufficient. Thus, in the model ATP280

synthesis is mediated by an active form of ATPase (de-281

noted ATPase∗), which dynamically changes over time and282

directly depends on the light availability:283

dATPase∗

dt
=kactATPase ·H(PFD) ·ATPase

− kdeactATPase · (1−H(PFD)) ·ATPase∗,
(2)

where H(x) is the Heaviside function and PFD stands for284

photon flux density, expressed in µEm−2s−1.285

3.3 Dynamic simulations286

Our model accurately reproduces the changes in the quan-287

tum yield of chlorophyll fluorescence simulating various288

PAM protocols using low, moderate and high light intensi-289

ties. In the model description, fluorescence is not a system290

variable. We therefore calculate it from the rate at which291

excited chlorophyll will revert to its ground state through292

fluorescence (kF), and not quenching (kH) or photochem-293

istry (kP), and use the fact that the signal is proportional294

to the occupation of the two ground states of PSII RCs295

(B0 and B2 in Fig. 3) [49, 56]:296

ΦF =
kF

kH ·Q+ kF + kP
[B0] +

kF
kH ·Q+ kF

[B2], (3)

where kH · Q is the rate of NPQ, modulated by the297

quencher activity Q (Eq. 1).298

Determining fluorescence values from the dynamic299

model variables ([B0], [B2] and Q) using Eq. 3, allows for300

an in silico reproduction of all experimentally obtained flu-301

orescence measurements. Fig. 4 depicts a good agreement302

between the simulated fluorescence traces (for continuous303

time) and experimentally measured F′
M (black triangles)304

and Fs (blue triangles) values. A transient drop in fluo-305

rescence in the training phase is accurately reproduced by306

the simulation. Also, the fluorescence peaks in saturating307

light (F′
M) are reproduced extremely well, especially the308

fact that fluorescence does not fully recover after dark re-309

laxation (cf. data points in the shaded regions in Fig. 1B).310

However, some quantitative discrepancies between the sim-311

ulation and model can be observed. For instance, the first312

point in the light in the memory phase (Fig. 1A) is higher313

in the simulation than in the experiment. Nevertheless, 314

we managed to reproduce the qualitative drop between 315

the corresponding points, as simulated F′
M in the mem- 316

ory phase is still lower than the corresponding simulated 317

F′
M in the training phase. The steady-state fluorescence 318

values Fs show discrepancies especially in the low and in- 319

termediate light intensities, but are very well captured for 320

high light and in dark periods. One possible explanation 321

for the deviations of model results from experimental data 322

is that our model does not include other photoprotective 323

mechanisms that may affect Fs, in particular state transi- 324

tions [57, 58, 59]. To study this, a more complex model is 325

needed that is specifically designed to investigate the cross- 326

talk and interplay between these two acclimation mecha- 327

nisms. Since in the present study the focus lies on energy- 328

dependent quenching, we consider the agreement of model 329

and experiment as satisfactory and decide to sacrifice some 330

degree of precision for the sake of a simple model structure. 331

A clear benefit of computer simulations is the possibil- 332

ity of following the dynamics of otherwise hard to mea- 333

sure molecules. In Fig. 5 we demonstrate how lumenal pH 334

changes in the response to different light intensities and 335

how quenching components saturate under high light and 336

relax in darkness. In Fig. 5A we plot simulated dynamics 337

of selected internal system variables, with pH shown in 338

the upper panel and quenching components in the bottom 339

panel. We can observe how the transient drop in lume- 340

nal pH recovers under low and moderate light conditions 341

but the lumen remains acidic under high light intensity. 342

In the lower panel we can dissect the contribution to the 343

quencher. The fast component (PsbS mediated) is quickly 344

activated and relaxes over time, whereas the slow com- 345

ponent continues to increase. In Fig. 5B we provide the 346

same information in a phase phase plot, where the pH is 347

displayed as a function of quencher activity. This represen- 348

tation clearly indicates the different timescales on which 349

the system operates. Trajectories start in the dark state 350

(low Q, pH close to 8) by rapidly reducing pH (vertical 351

drop), before the quencher is activated (curved trajecto- 352

ries), and eventually the steady-state in constant illumi- 353

nation (red dots) is reached. The memory is visualised 354

by the fact that the trajectories do not revert back to the 355

initial dark state after the first dark relaxation phase, and 356

thus the trajectories during the memory phase differ from 357

those of the training phase. 358

With the presented mathematical model we are able to 359

simulate different fluorescence kinetics in the training and 360

memory phase, moreover we are able to explore which in- 361

ternal variables are correlated with this different dynamics 362

and quantify their contribution. 363

3.4 Application to a non-model organism 364

It is a well recognised issue in the field of systems biology 365

that modelling biological processes often requires acquir- 366

ing a number of parameters [60] of which some might have 367

a physical meaning, some may be a rough approximation 368

of measured values, others may be fitted and some may 369

be simply impossible to measure with current techniques. 370

Much focus was put on developing optimization algorithms 371

that will ease parameter estimation, but the only safe way 372
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Figure 4: Pulse amplitude modulation traces of wild type Arabidopsis obtained experimentally (black triangles with error bars for F′
M,

blue triangles for Fs) and simulated by the model (solid line) for three different setups. (A) Shown are the results for low light
intensity 100 µEm−2s−1 and shortest recovery rate of 15 minutes. The experimentally observed transient drop in fluorescence
in the first minute of light exposure is qualitatively reproduced by the model. (B) Results for intermediate light intensity
and intermediate relaxation phase. Under this condition neither the experiment, nor simulation show the transient drop in
fluorescence. (C) The results for the highest light intensity and longest relaxation period demonstrate that the model also
correctly reproduces the relaxation in darkness after one hour.

Figure 5: Visualisation of lumenal pH changes in the response to
different light intensities. (A) Internal variables for three
different light intensities. The upper panel shows how the
ability of relaxing the lumenal pH is lost with increasing
light intensity. The bottom panel shows the dynamics
of the quenching components (solid line for the relative
zeaxanthin concentration, dashed line for the ratio of pro-
tonated PsbS). (B) The phase plane trajectories of the
quenching variable (Q) and the lumenal pH during the
light memory protocol. The red line depicts stationary
states calculated for different light intensities with three
red circles marking the steady states for the three light
intensities examined experimentally. The markers on the
trajectories are set in regular intervals of 1 s to visualise
the different time scales on which the system is operating.

to reduce the risk of over-fitting is to minimise the dimen- 373

sions of the parameter space. One of the difficulties of 374

using available and published kinetic models is their often 375

huge parameter space, which makes them hard to adapt to 376

study analogous mechanisms in other species. To demon- 377

strate that our model is of sufficient simplicity to allow for 378

an easy adaptation to a new and not extensively studied 379

organism, we have adapted our model to the ornamental, 380

shadow-tolerant plant Epipremnum aureum, also referred 381

to as Pothos. This choice was motivated by the finding 382

that shade-tolerant plants are characterised by longer last- 383

ing memory for leaf illumination, as compared to plants 384

found in semi-arid climates [61]. 385

We therefore collected the fluorescence data for Pothos 386

using the same experimental setup as described above for 387

Arabidopsis (see Figs. S1 and S2). The analysis of the 388

NPQ dynamics demonstrated that under identical condi- 389

tions this plant exceeds the quenching capacity of Ara- 390

bidopsis (Fig. S3) confirming similar observations on other 391

shadow-tolerant plants [61]. In fact, under moderate light 392

Pothos already behaves like Arabidopsis exposed to high 393

light. With no additional information available, we as- 394

sumed that the basic principle of the protecting mecha- 395

nism is the same in the two plant species, but since Pothos 396

exhibits higher quenching capacity, we can reflect it by in- 397

creasing the parameter γ2. We measured the chlorophyll 398

content in both species (Tab. S2) and found a 70% higher 399

content in Pothos than in Arabidopsis. With limited infor- 400

mation on the electron transport chain protein abundance, 401

we kept the same values of all internal parameters as for 402

Arabidopsis and explained the more sensitive quenching 403

response to light by increasing the factor converting pho- 404

ton flux density to light activation rate. With only those 405

two changes in the parameter space we reproduced the 406

experimentally observed fluorescence and photosynthetic 407

yield kinetics for Pothos (Fig. 6). 408

The agreement between the simulation and experiment 409

allows us to suggest that the enhanced quenching capac- 410

ity in Pothos can be explained by a more efficient energy 411

transfer from the chlorophylls to the quencher. Possible 412
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molecular explanations might be an increased number of413

quenching sites or a closer spatial arrangement. To exper-414

imentally test this hypothesis detailed time-resolved fluo-415

rescence measurements would be necessary [51]. The only416

notable discrepancy is observed in the first measurement417

in light in the memory phase. However, whereas the ab-418

solute values are in slight disagreement, the variable flu-419

orescence is accurately reproduced. This indicates, that420

we capture the key feature of the NPQ dynamics, but by421

keeping the same parameter as for Arabidopsis, we might422

slightly underestimate the protonation rate.423

Figure 6: (A) Measured and simulated fluorescence traces for
Pothos exposed to light of 100 µEm−2s−1 intensity. Min-
imal change into the parameter space of the model en-
abled reproducing all key features of the fluorescence dy-
namics. (B) Inhibitory effect of light on the photosyn-
thetic activity (expressed in terms of maximal yield) is
reproduced in our simulation.

4 Results and Discussion424

We have constructed a simplified mathematical model that425

is based on our current understanding of the quenching426

mechanisms. By achieving an agreement between our sim-427

ulations and experimentally observed behaviour, we could428

confirm that this understanding is basically correct. More-429

over, with the mathematical description of the process we430

could provide a quantitative description of the contribu-431

tion of the two quenching components to light memory. It432

is remarkable that these findings could be obtained by a433

very simple model structure.434

We realise that very detailed models have the poten-435

tial advantage that they provide a very specific and ac-436

curate representation of experimental observations, but437

increasing complexity generally implies a higher level of438

specialisation, e. g. to one particular organism or even a439

single environmental condition, and moreover systematic440

model analyses become increasingly difficult. The virtue441

in model building lies exactly in the process of simplifi-442

cation because this process allows distilling the essential443

features of the investigated system which give rise to its 444

characteristic emergent properties. Therefore, developing 445

a simple model that can explain the same or even more 446

than a more complex model built for the same or simi- 447

lar purpose, is in itself a useful scientific exercise, which 448

generates a deeper understanding of the biological sys- 449

tem. Moreover, simple models are easier to implement 450

and can be generalised, but often are limited in the quan- 451

titative reproduction of the data. For instance, a model 452

of high-energy state quenching of extreme reduced com- 453

plexity aims at reproducing the key biological features of 454

quenching [56] but is clearly limited in its capability to 455

correctly reproduce the dynamics of quenching induction 456

and relaxation simultaneously. On the other hand, the de- 457

tailed computer model of C3 photosynthesis by Laisk et 458

al. [62] was built to test whether the current understand- 459

ing of photosynthesis is basically correct and is able to cor- 460

rectly reproduce steady state behaviour of photosynthesis 461

and carbon fixation, but cannot reproduce NPQ kinetics. 462

A recent model that specifically aimed at understanding 463

the transient dynamics of NPQ, was proposed by Zaks et 464

al. [63]. Employing a set of 26 nonlinear differential equa- 465

tions, but only considering one quenching state, the model 466

is able to reproduce the quantitative difference in the fluo- 467

rescence yield between low and high light conditions. The 468

complexity of the latter two models makes it difficult to 469

derive general conclusions that may be valid beyond the 470

boundaries of single species. Further, their size makes a 471

de novo implementation a very time-consuming task and 472

the reproduction and verification of the model results is 473

tedious, in particular since they are not provided as open 474

source code. 475

We have therefore presented here a new, highly simpli- 476

fied mathematical model of NPQ, and employed the model 477

not only to accurately describe the rapidly reversible com- 478

ponents of non-photochemical quenching, such as the pre- 479

viously published models [56, 63], but further used it to 480

explain the phenomenon of short-term light memory, and 481

moreover provide a quantitative understanding of the dif- 482

ferent contributions of the well-known NPQ components. 483

Our model accurately simulates the changes in the fluo- 484

rescence yield at low, moderate and high light intensities 485

(Fig. 4). It further provides an explanation for the higher 486

extent of quenching observed for plants which have pre- 487

viously been illuminated. Furthermore, it supports the 488

notion that the same organisational principles of photo- 489

protective mechanisms are present in plants as different 490

as Pothos and Arabidopsis. 491

With a simple experimental setup with two light expo- 492

sure periods separated by a varying relaxation time, we 493

demonstrate that the extent of quenching does indeed de- 494

pend on how long ago and how much light a plant has 495

previously experienced – a behaviour which can safely be 496

termed memory. We could demonstrate experimentally 497

and theoretically that this light memory can be attributed 498

to the slow quenching component associated with the de- 499

epoxidation of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin triggered by low 500

lumenal pH, which is in agreement with our current knowl- 501

edge on NPQ and memory [16, 25, 27]. In the dark, epox- 502

idation of zeaxanthin to violaxanthin is slow, so that even 503

after 30-60 minutes the conversion is not complete. In a 504
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second exposure to light, the rapidly protonated antennae505

PsbS-H further contribute to quenching with an increased506

efficiency when zeaxanthin is still present. This conclu-507

sion is supported experimentally by direct comparison of508

fluorescence traces, demonstrating that light memory is af-509

fected by the length of darkness, which again determines510

the residual levels of zeaxanthin at the last point of dark-511

ness (Fig. 2).512

Essentially, our model captures all key features of the513

experimental observations. However, due to the applied re-514

duction, we cannot expect that the model will accurately515

describe every single aspect of NPQ dynamics, especially516

if processes are involved, that were not included into the517

model structure. For example, since the CBB Cycle is518

not explicitly modelled, but only summarised by a down-519

stream consuming reaction, the effect of the redox regula-520

tion of CBB Cycle enzymes cannot be accurately reflected.521

Moreover, the suggested effect of Zx-induced memory on522

the transient NPQ in low light conditions cannot be quan-523

titatively reproduced, because we do not incorporate any524

memory-dependent regulation of ATPsynthase activation.525

Likewise, the observed discrepancies between simulated526

and observed Fs levels (Fig. 4) can be explained by the527

fact that we do not model other acclimation mechanisms,528

in particular state transitions, which are known to have529

an effect on the steady state fluorescence [44].530

Despite its simplicity, the model structure allows test-531

ing various hypotheses on the molecular mechanisms of532

quenching in mutants impaired in their quenching capabili-533

ties. Our simulations for the npq4 mutant, which is lacking534

the pigment-binding protein associated with photosystem535

II, but has a normal xanthophyll cycle, are in good quali-536

tative agreement with previously published work on that537

mutant [64] (Fig. S8). Although mutant analysis is not538

in the focus of this research, this again demonstrates the539

flexible use and adaptability of our model and indicates540

its value when interpreting experimental results.541

Moreover, our model can be applied to studies that focus542

on memory in the context of optimisation of photosynthe-543

sis (we refer readers to an excellent review covering this544

topic [40]). For instance, the model can be used to find545

a theoretical optimum size of the xantophyll cycle pool,546

by systematical increasing or decreasing the pool size, in547

order to find a balance between the benefit of a large pool548

leading to increased antioxidant, photoprotective activity549

[65], and the negative effect on the overall photosynthetic550

efficiency. Additionally, the response of a plant to a wide551

range of light protocols can be predicted, such as for ex-552

ample repeated light-dark cycles.553

The carefully chosen selective model reduction helps to554

identify common underlying principles of NPQ in different555

photosynthetic organisms, and we expect that the model556

should be easily adapted even to distantly related species557

such as diatoms, where despite a different molecular na-558

ture of the xanthophylls, the cycle still operates according559

to the same principles as in higher plants [1].560

Finally, thanks to the modular structure of the model,561

it should be a straightforward exercise to utilise this562

work in the context of a more detailed model of pho-563

tosynthesis, such as the model on state-transitions in564

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii previously published by some565

of us [49], which does not include any mechanistic details 566

of energy-dependent quenching. 567

5 Concluding remarks 568

We have demonstrated that our current understanding of 569

quenching processes can be converted into more general, 570

mathematical terms and with the implemented theory we 571

can reproduce the most critical behavioural features of 572

short-term illumination memory. This memory is gener- 573

ated by the interaction of two components of NPQ, that 574

were previously identified by many others. The slower one, 575

accumulation of zeaxanthin, accounts for the amount of 576

memory lasting after relaxation in darkness, while the fast 577

one increases the efficiency of quenching. However, our 578

experiments do not provide evidence for an acceleration 579

of quenching activity by previous light exposure. Rather, 580

we propose to explain the consistently lower F′
M in the 581

first seconds of the second light period by accumulation of 582

Zx only. Therefore, plants with active short-term mem- 583

ory of previously experienced light initiate their photo- 584

protection with some head-start, but at the same speed. 585

Moreover, our computational model supports hypotheses 586

on why shadow-tolerant plants exhibit a higher quenching 587

capacity. Together with this manuscript we provide all 588

necessary files to repeat and perform further experiments 589

in silico, therefore we encourage our readers to treat this 590

adaptation as an example of how our model can be used 591

to test hypotheses regarding NPQ in other, also less stud- 592

ied organisms. Further, because of its simplicity and easy 593

adaptability, the model has the potential to support knowl- 594

edge transfer from lab to field. Especially in combination 595

with cheap and easy-to-use devices to measure photosyn- 596

thetic parameters outdoors (such as MultispeQ designed 597

by the PhotosynQ project [66]), our model provides a the- 598

oretical framework in which the multitude of data can be 599

interpreted in a sophisticated way. Thus, it can serve as 600

a bridge to understand in how far observations obtained 601

under controlled lab conditions allow deriving conclusions 602

about the behaviour in real, highly fluctuating, outdoor 603

conditions. Therefore, its real usefulness will depend on 604

the creativity of its users. 605

Plant materials and growing conditions Arabidop- 606

sis (Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Columbia 0) wild-type 607

and Pothos (Epipremnum aureum) were grown in soil at 608

the temperature of 23◦C under light intensity of 90-100 609

µEm−2s−1 with a 16 hours light/8 hours night regime. De- 610

tached leaves from three-weeks old Arabidopsis and two- 611

months old Pothos plants were used for the measurements. 612

To ensure perfect relaxation, plants were dark adapted for 613

at least 12 h before the measurements. 614

Fluorescence measurements Chlorophyll fluores- 615

cence measurements were taken using PAM-2000 fluorom- 616

eter (Heinz Walz, Germany) with external Halogen lamp 617

and a DT-Cyan special interference filter (eliminating 618

λ > 700 nm) mounted directly on the lamp. A leaf 619

attached to the measuring window of thne fluorometer 620

was illuminated by a train of weak probing flashes (475 621
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nm). The average intensity of measuring light was622

⩽ 0.1µEm−2s−1 and of saturating pulses of light was623

2650 µEm−2s−1. Each pulse was applied for 0.8 s and the624

exact times of pulse application are to be found in the SI625

Text.626

Pigment analysis For pigment extraction, frozen plant627

material was homogenised in presence of cold acetone. Un-628

solubilised material was removed by short centrifugation629

and the pigment content of the acetone extract was anal-630

ysed by reversed-phase HPLC according to Färber et al.631

[67].632

Simulations The differential equations were numerically633

solved using the SciPy library, a Python-based ecosystem634

of open-source software for mathematics, science and engi-635

neering. We provide the open source code that can repro-636

duce all figures presented in this paper, including instruc-637

tions in the SI Text.638
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